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What’s in this 
booklet?
This STEM Innovator’s Guide includes 
three activities that will give you step-
by-step instructions for building a 
solar vehicle and get you innovating 
with solar technology.

The first solar vehicle 
was demonstrated by 

William G. Cobb of the General 
Motors Company on August 31, 

1955. At 15 inches long, Cobb’s car, 
called the Sunmobile, paved the way for 
the exploration of photovoltaics in the 

automobile industry.

Credit:  History.com/this-day-
in-history/william-cobb-
demonstrates-first-solar-

powered-car

Did you 
know?



All About Inventions
OK, maybe not all, but enough to get us started. 

When engineers consider improvements to an existing product (an innovation), they use the 
engineering design process. It looks like this:

The process goes through several steps that enable engineers to go from an idea to a completed 
design. Sometimes engineers go around the loop several times as they modify their prototype and 
test it to see how it works. 

You should go through a similar process as you innovate your prototype.

What’s the problem?
Ask questions.

How can I make it 
better?
Make your solution 
better!

What happens when I 
test my solution?
Let’s test my solution!

What steps will I take to 
solve my problem?
Choose a solution & 
develop a plan.

How can I solve this problem?
Brainstorm possible 
solutions and share ideas.

 ACTIVITY 1
Basic Construction



LET’S MAKE

SunEzoon car kit 

Not included: 
Transparent tape, 

Scissors, Hobby knife, and 
Sandpaper

 Step 1 
Deburr the axles by brushing the ends against sandpaper. This 
will make it easier to push the axles into the wheels.

 ACTIVITY 1
Basic Construction

Innovation is all about making 
improvements. But, in order to 
improve, you need to start from 
something. In this activity, you’ll 
build a basic solar vehicle.

did you know?
The Solar Car Challenge is a high school engineering 

competition where school teams design, build, and race 
full-size solar vehicles. Some years, the race is held on a 
closed track, and some years, it’s a cross-country race 

that spans half the US. 
Credit: SolarCarChallenge.org/challenge/about.shtml

Note: If you don’t have sandpaper available, 
you can rub the axles on a concrete sidewalk or 

driveway to deburr them.

Gather Your Supplies
So we can, you know, do this thing!

Caution: To assemble 
the solar vehicle, do not use the 

SunEzoon Car Kit User Guide. Follow 
the instructions in this guide to 

make vehicle innovations easier in 
later activities.



 Step 2 
Find the four axle bushings. Pick up the chassis plate and look at its 
side. Notice it is corrugated and there are holes along both long sides. 
Count two holes back from one end. Place one of the axle bushings 
in that hole. Do the same on the other side of the plate. The two axle 
bushings should be parallel. This is where the front axle will go.

 Step 3 
From the other end, place an axle bushing in the third or fourth hole 
– you want the large rear tires to be close to even with the back of 
the chassis. Do the same on the other side. This is where the back 
axle will go.

 Step 4 
From the gear font, detach Gear I (40 tooth, 1/8" bore). This 
is the driven gear. There might be some flashing, or burrs, on 
the gear, which will keep the gear from running smoothly. 
Using a hobby knife or sandpaper, carefully cut or sand off any 
flashing. Now, detach Gear G or N (20 tooth, 2 mm bore) from 
the gear font. This is the pinion gear. Cut off any flashing.

 Step 5 
Press an axle into the drive gear. Push it through so approximately 
1/4" of the axle is extended on the other side of the gear. Press one 
of the rear wheels on that 1/4" end.

 Step 6 
Insert the axle into one of the back axle bushings. Push it until the 
end exits the axle bushing on the other side. Push the other rear 
wheel on the axle end. Make sure the parts are not too tight or the 
wheels and gear will not turn properly.

note: If you don’t have a hobby knife or sandpaper, you 
can use an open pair of scissors. Just be careful.

OR



 Step 7 
Push the other axle into one of the front wheels. Slide this axle 
through the front axle bushings. Push the other front wheel onto 
the free end of the axle. Again, make sure the parts are not too 
tight.

 Step 8 
Push the pinion gear onto the motor shaft. Snap the motor into 
the motor mount.

 Step 9 
Turn the motor so the pinion gear is on top of the drive gear and 
the motor is between the two rear wheels. Let the gears mesh 
together and the pinion gear roll forward until the motor mount 
rests on top of the chassis. The gears should be meshed but not 
too tightly. If they are too tight, the gears will not work properly. 
Mark where the front of the motor mount will attach to the 
chassis.

 Step 10 
Get a piece of tape about two inches long. Fold one end of the 
tape over to create a non-sticky tab that is about a quarter of an 
inch long. Center the tape along the base of the motor mount. 
Use a second piece of tape on the other side of the motor mount.

 Step 11 
Without letting the tape touch the vehicle chassis, engage the 
gears and carefully roll the motor forward to the mark you made. 
Tape the motor to the chassis. Make sure that the tape does not 
interfere with the back wheels or the gears.

note: At this time, do not pull the adhesive backing off the 
motor mount. You will use tape to hold the motor in place so that it is 

easier to modify the vehicle.

note: The folded tabs on the tape will make it easier to 
remove in later activities.



 THINK ABOUT IT
Ask the Question

Because understanding the why is important.

How does this model 
solar vehicle relate or 

compare to vehicles 
needed to transport 

people?

What factors 
do you think 

will affect the 
performance of 

the solar vehicle?

Are there ways to make assembling the solar vehicle easier?

 Activity 2 
Light Speed Ahead

 Step 12 
Clip the black and red wires from the solar panel to the motor 
connection terminals. You might need to turn the motor in the mount 
so the connection clips do not stick up and interfere with the solar 
panel placement.

 Step 13 
Create a loop out of tape about as wide as the motor. Place the tape 
loop on the back of the solar panel near the wires. Flip the solar 
panel over and attach the tape loop to the top of the motor. The 
bottom of the solar panel should rest on the vehicle chassis.

 Step 14 
This is as far as we’ll go for now. Take your completed solar 
car outside on a clear, bright day and place it on a smooth, 
level surface. If properly connected, it will take off. If it runs 
backward, switch the red and black wires on the motor 
connection terminals.



 Activity 2 
Light Speed Ahead

Now that you’ve got a solar 
vehicle, it’s time to run 
some tests on your vehicle 
so you can innovate and 
improve it. In this activity, 
you’ll measure the velocity 
and acceleration of the 
vehicle with different gear 
ratios.

LET’S MAKE
Gather Your Supplies

So we can race!

did you know?
A solar vehicle called the Sky Ace TIGA is the 
current high-speed world-record holder. On 
August 20, 2014, the Sky Ace TIGA reached 
an average speed of 91.332 kilometers per 

hour (56.75 mph) for 1,000 meters.
Credit: GuinnessWorldRecords.com/world-

records/fastest-solar-powered-vehicle 

BUILT solar 
vehicle 

Not included: Transparent tape, Tape measure or ruler, Stopwatch (with a lap 
timer is preferred), and Pliers

Gear font

note: Most mobile devices have a stopwatch with a lap timer. However, if your 
stopwatch doesn’t have a lap timer, you can still complete this activity.



 Step 2 
Gear ratios affect the speed and power of a vehicle. 

From Activity 1, your solar vehicle should have a 20-tooth pinion (drive) 
gear and a 40-tooth driven gear. Determine the gear ratio of your solar 
vehicle. Record the gear ratio at the top of the data table on the next page.

 Step 1 
In a flat, sunny area, measure out a 20' course. Mark the starting line and finish line. Between the starting 
line and the finish line, mark the 5', 10', and 15' locations.

Note: If possible, orient your course so that the vehicle’s solar panel faces the Sun as it 
completes the course.

Note: When it comes 
to gear ratios, speed 

and power are inversely 
related. Higher gear 

ratios provide more power 
but less speed. Lower gear 
ratios provide more speed 

but less power.

Teeth on the Driven Gear 
Teeth on the Drive (Pinion) Gear

Gear Ratio =



 Step 4 
Calculate the total time for the course by adding the four time intervals together. Record the total time 
at the bottom of the data table.

 Step 3 
Time to race. Depending on whether your stopwatch has a lap timer, follow one of these sets of steps.

Stopwatch with lap timer:

1. Place your solar vehicle at the course start line. 

2. Release the vehicle and start the stopwatch. 

3. As the vehicle drives forward, hit the lap button on the 
stopwatch when the vehicle reaches the 5', 10', 15', and 20' 
marks. 

4. Stop the stopwatch when it reaches the finish line. 

5. Record the time intervals and total time in the data table.

Stopwatch with no lap timer:

1. Use the stopwatch to measure the time it takes for the vehicle to go from the start line to the 5' 
mark. 

2. Record this time as the 5' interval time in the data table.

3. Replace the vehicle at the start line and release. Don’t start the stopwatch until the vehicle 
reaches the 5' line. Stop the stopwatch at the 10' line. 

4. Record this time as the 10' interval in the data table.

5. Repeat this process for the 15' and 20' intervals. Always start the car at the start line but measure 
only the time it takes to complete each interval. Record each time interval in the data table.

Note: Some 
stopwatches with lap 

timers will not store the 
previous laps. If this is 

the case with your timer, 
quickly jot down each lap 
time interval in the data 

table.

Gear Ratio: _______ 

Interval Interval Time Interval Velocity Interval 
Acceleration

Start 0 0 0

5 foot

10 foot

15 foot

20 foot

Total Time: _______



 Step 5 
Calculate the velocity for each interval. Remember that the distance for each interval is five feet, so divide 
five by each interval time. Record each interval’s velocity in the data table.

 Step 6 
Calculate the acceleration for each interval. Acceleration is the change in velocity divided by time. In 
other words, it is the current velocity minus the previous velocity divided by the time for that interval. For 
example, for the five-foot interval, you would take the five-foot velocity minus the start velocity and divide 
that by the five-foot time. Record each interval’s acceleration in the data table.

 Step 7 
Time to modify the car. Remove the motor mount by pulling the 
tape off from the tabs you created. Also, remove the back wheels and 
driven gear from the back axle. Remove the axle from the vehicle 
chassis.

 Step 8 
From the gear font, detach Gear J (20 tooth, 1/8" bore). This is the new 
driven gear. Like before, remove burrs or flashing so the gear runs 
smoothly. Now, detach Gear H (40-tooth, 2 mm bore) from the gear 
font. This is the pinion gear. Remove any burrs or flashing.

 Step 9 
Press the new 20-tooth driven gear 
onto the back axle. Push it through 
so approximately 1/4" of the axle is 
extended on the other side of the gear. 
Press one of the rear wheels on that 1/4" 
end.

Velocity =
Distance 

Time

Current Velocity – Previous Velocity 
Interval TimeAcceleration =

Tip: Pliers can be a big help in removing the gear from the axle. If you 
don’t have pliers, use the edge of a table to help remove the gear.

note: If you don’t have a hobby knife or sandpaper, you can use an 
open pair of scissors. Just be careful.



 Step 10 
Insert the axle into one of the back axle bushings. Push it until the 
end exits the axle bushing on the other side. Push the other rear 
wheel on the axle end. Make sure the parts are not too tight.

 Step 11 
Remove the 20-tooth pinion gear from the motor and replace 
it with the 40-tooth pinion gear. 

 Step 12 
Use tape to attach the motor to the chassis as you did before. 
Use two pieces of tape and don’t forget to create tabs so you can 
easily remove the tape later. Without letting the tape touch the 
vehicle chassis, engage the gears and carefully roll the motor 
forward until it rests on the chassis. Tape the motor to the chassis. 
Make sure that the tape does not interfere with the back wheels 
or the gears.

 Step 13 
Reattach the solar panel to the motor. 
Clip the black and red wires to the 
motor connection terminals. Create 
a loop out of tape and place it on the 
back of the solar panel near the wires. 
Flip the solar panel over and attach 
the tape loop to the motor.  

 Step 14 
Calculate the gear ratio of the modified solar vehicle. Record the gear ratio at the top of the next data table.

Teeth on the Driven Gear 
Teeth on the Drive (Pinion) Gear

Gear Ratio =



 Step 15 
Repeat Steps 3-6 to time the modified solar vehicle and calculate the total time, velocity, and acceleration 
of the vehicle for each interval.

Gear Ratio: _______ 

Interval Interval Time Interval Velocity Interval 
Acceleration

Start 0 0 0

5 foot

10 foot

15 foot

20 foot

Total Time: _______

 THINK ABOUT IT
Ask the Question

Because understanding the why is important.

At what point in 
the course did 

the vehicles 
have the highest 

acceleration?

Do you think the final 
results would be different 
if the track were 40 feet 

instead of 20?

Were any of your interval 
accelerations negative? If so, 

what does this mean?

Which vehicle 
had the highest 

velocity?

Did the vehicles 
perform as you 

expected? If not, why?

 Step 16 
Compare the results of the two different solar vehicles.

 Activity 3 
Gearing Up



 Activity 3 
Gearing Up

It’s time to innovate your 
own solar vehicle. Your 
goal for this challenge is 
to create a solar vehicle 
that can complete the 
20' course faster than 
the previous versions by 
finding the perfect gear 
ratio.

LET’S MAKE
Gather Your Supplies

So we can beat our record!

did you know?
Solar vehicles are made from a variety of 

lightweight substances. In fact, a solar vehicle 
named the Blue Cruiser, made by the Bochum 

University of Applied Sciences in Germany, is 
partly made from pineapple leaves. Now that’s 

really going green!
Credit: PrestigeElectricCar.com/en/

articles/2212/Blue_cruiser_-_solar_energy_
with_an_extraordinary_design

Not included: Transparent tape, Tape measure or ruler, and Stopwatch

Gear font

BUILT solar 
vehicle 



 Step 1 
Innovators often use the engineering design process (EDP) to innovate a prototype or product. The first 
step of the EDP is asking questions. Write out questions that you have for innovating and improving your 
solar vehicle.

 Step 2 
The Imagine step of the EDP is about brainstorming solutions. No idea is too big or too small. Even crazy 
ideas can lead to successful solutions. Brainstorm as many ideas for how to improve the solar vehicle as 
you can and try not to judge ideas right now.

Criteria and Constraints
The solar vehicle must:

• Have a name.

• Be able to complete the 20' course 
faster than either of the previous 
versions.

• Have a calculated gear ratio.

Brainstorming Ideas

Questions that Need Answers
Example: What size should my solar vehicle be? What’s the problem?

Ask questions.

How can I make it better?
Make your solution better!

What happens when I test my solution?
Let’s test my solution!

What steps will I take to solve my problem?
Choose a solution & develop a plan.

How can I solve this problem?
Brainstorm possible solutions and share ideas.



 Step 3 
The Plan step is where you evaluate your ideas and choose the best ideas to carry forward. Planning 
involves creating designs of your prototype. Design your solar vehicle by drawing sketches and making 
notes. Be specific in your planning. For example, which gears will you use and where?

Plan

Note: 
Make sure 

to follow the 
criteria and 
constraints 

of the 
project as 
you plan 

your solar 
vehicle. 

Note: Continue to use tape to hold the motor to the chassis. You’ll use the 
permanent adhesive when you are finished modifying the solar vehicle.

 Step 4 
The Create step of the EDP is where you build your prototype. Use your plan as a guide to create your 
prototype with the gears you specified. Make any other modifications to the vehicle that will improve 
its performance.



 Step 5 
The Improve stage of the EDP is about testing your prototype, gathering and analyzing data from your 
tests, and using that data to make improvements. This is what innovation is all about. Test your solar 
vehicle and look for ways to make improvements. 

 Step 6 
After you identify improvements to make, go back through the EDP loop again to implement those 
changes. Continue cycling through the EDP, trying different gear ratios and modifications. 

 Step 7 
When you are satisfied with your vehicle’s performance, you can finalize your solar car. Use the permanent 
adhesive stickers to attach the motor and the car body cutout. Refer to the user guide that came with your 
kit for these steps. Don’t forget to give your solar vehicle a name. Every solar car has one!

 THINK ABOUT IT
Ask the Question

Because understanding the why is important.

What materials would 
you need to further 

improve your solar 
vehicle? How would they 

be used?

What needs to 
happen for solar 

vehicles to become 
viable modes of 
transportation?

What factors determine if an innovation is successful?



Bonus 

Challenge! 

A solar vehicle needs both 

speed and power. You innovated 

your vehicle for speed. Now, 

innovate your vehicle for increased 

power. Create a ramp for your 

vehicle to climb. The steeper the 

ramp, the more power the vehicle 

will need to climb the ramp. You 

can increase power by using 

higher gear ratios.

Show off what you made!
Tag #BuiltwithPitsco on social.

TIP: If your wheels 
slip as they go up the 

ramp, put unused 
rubber bands from 
other kits around 
the back wheels.



But wait, there’s more!
More learning, more resources, more activities, and more giveaways.

Visit Pitsco.com/STEMatHome.

@ HOME

SCAN MESCAN ME  
with your 

phone 
camera.


